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ON A CERTAIN TRANSITIVITYOF THE GRADED RING
ASSOCIATED WITH AN IDEAL
NGO VIET TRUNG
Abstract. A simple but useful result will be given concerning a certain transitivity
of the property that the graded ring associated with an ideal is a domain. As a
consequence, we compute the graded rings associated with the defining prime ideals
of certain determinantal varieties or of their projections from infinity to a hyperplane and get two new classes of primes having the equality of ordinary and
symbolic powers in polynomial rings over a field.

1. Introduction. To determine whether ordinary and symbolic powers of a given
prime ideal p in a Noetherian ring R are equal is often difficult and only a few
classes of primes having this equality in polynomial rings over a field are known (see
[1,4,6-10]). This equality can be deduced from the property of being a domain of
the associated graded ring grp(i?), and, if grpR(T?p) is assumed to be a domain, the
converse of this deduction also holds [4]. For this reason, in order to find new classes
of such primes we will study a sort of transitivity of the above property, which may
be formulated as follows: Let R -» S be a surjective homomorphism of Noetherian
rings whose kernel is a complete intersection ideal in R. Let p be an ideal in R such
that grp(T?) is a domain. When is grpS(S) a domain? (See [1,7] for another sort of
transitivity.) A simple but useful result concerning this question will be given
(Theorem 1), which allows us to compute the graded rings associated with the
defining prime ideals of certain determinantal varieties or of their projections from
infinity to a hyperplane and to show that some of them are Cohen-Macaulay
domains (§3). As a consequence, we get two new classes of primes having the
equality of ordinary and symbolic powers in polynomial rings over a field. Note that
certain Veronesean ideals and the prime ideal of Macaulay are also to be found
among such primes.

2. The main result. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity and p an
ideal in R. We denote by grp(7?) the graded ring ©^°=0p"/p"+l. Given an element
a £ p in R, we denote by a* the image of a in R/\> and a* will always be considered
as an element of grp(Ä). If m D p is an ideal in R, then we denote by V(m) the set
of all primes in R which contain m and by m* the ideal in grp(Ä) generated by all
elements a* with a E m \p.
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Our main result on the transitivity is the following:
Theorem 1. Let grp( R) be a domain and a],...,anbe
a family of elements in R such
that ht(p, a,,..., a„)/p = n. Let S denote the factor ring R/(ax,...,an).
Then
grpS(S) ss grp(Ä)/(af,...,a*)
and it is a domain if there exists an ideal m D
( p, a i,..., an ) in R such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) (p, a,,...,a,)
is a locally complete intersection prime in Spec(/?)\F(m)
for all

i = l,...,n;
(ii) (p, a,,...

,a,) has only one minimal associated prime which does not contain m,

for all i = 1,.. . ,w;
(iii) grade m* > n.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n.
Case n = 1: Since grp(Ä) is a domain and a, Ö p (because ht(p, a,)/p
not a zero divisor in grp(Ä), or, p": o, = p" for all n > 0. Thus

= 1), a* is

00

gr(p.fl|,/(«.)(*/

(a.))

= © (*>",*,)/

0>"+1.fl.)

n= 0

s 0t>y(p"+1,

«,(*":*,))

n= 0

= 0py(p"+\a1p")

= grp(A)/(af).

n= 0

It remains to show that (a*) is a prime ideal. Let £ be an arbitrary associated prime
of (af). Then we must show that (af) = Q. First, Q $ m* because of (iii). Let q
denote the inverse image in R of the restriction of Q in Ä/p. Then q is a prime ideal
and q ¡J)m. It follows from (i) that (p, a,).Rq is a complete intersection prime. Since
ht(p,a,)/p
= 1, pÄQ is a complete intersection prime too. Hence, grpfi(ÄQ) is
isomorphic to a polynomial ring over Äa/p/?q and a, generates a prime ideal in
grpRo(Äq). Note that [grp(/?)]e is a localization of grpÄa(i?a). So we have the
following immediate facts: the g-primary component of (a*) is Q itself; Q is the

only associated prime of (af) whose restriction in R/p is q/p; and q is a minimal
associated prime of (p, a,). But by (ii) there exists only one such prime q. Hence,
summarizing all these facts, we get (af ) = Q, as required.
Case n > 1: Let R = Ä/(a,).
Noting that ht(p, a,)/p = 1 because
ht(p, a,,... ,a„)/p = n, we can first show as above that

(0

gr„A-(*)=grp(Ä)/(«r)

and that grp^(Ä) is a domain. Let ä2,... ,5„ denote the images of a2,... ,a„ in Ä.
Then it is easy to verify from the assumptions that ht(pÄ, â2,... ,ä„)/pÄ = n.— 1
and that
(i') (pÄ, â2,... ,5¡) is a locally complete intersection prime in Spec(Ä)\K(mÄ),
for all/ = 2,...,«, and
(ii') (pÄ, ä2,-..,äi) has only one minimal associated prime which does not
contain mi?, for all i = 2,...,n, and
(iii')grade(mÄ)* >n - 1.
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Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to R and 5. As a consequence,
(2)

grpS(S)^grpÄ-(Ä)/(^,...,<)

and it is a domain. It remains to show that grp5(S) s grp(.R)/(af,... ,a*). But this
follows from (1) and (2) immediately. The proof is complete.
Remark. (1) If we furthermore require in Theorem 1 that /?q/(p, a,,...,a„)
be
normal for all primes q J> m and grade m* > n + 1, then, using the Serre criterion
on normality, we can also show that grps(S) is normal.
(2) The condition (iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied if grp(Ä) is a Cohen-Macaulay
ring and ht m* > n. Thus, it is easily verifiable in practical uses. For, if R is regular
and grp(Ä) a domain, then the Rees ring R[pt, r"1] is a unique factorization domain
by [4, Theorem 1]; hence, by the well-known conjecture of Samuel on the CohenMacaulay property of unique factorization domains, R[pt,t~l] and therefore grp(.R)
s R[pt, í-,]/(í_I) are possibly Cohen-Macaulay rings in all such cases. Until now
we could not find a counterexample for that (see [4,8,9,10] and §3 below).
Corollary
2. Let grp(Ä) be a Cohen-Macaulay domain. Let m D p be an ideal in
R such that p is a locally complete intersection prime in Spec(Ä)\F(m).
For all rings S
of the form i?/(a,,.. .,a„), where a,,..., a „ is a family of elements in m with
n < ht m* such that p C (p, a,) C • • • C (p, a,,... ,a„) is a chain of primes, grps(S)
s grp(/?)/(af,...
,a*) and it is a Cohen-Macaulay domain.

Remark. Assume that R is a local ring with the maximal ideal m. By [5, Remark
4.1] it is easy to verify that ht m* » ht M —ht M/m* > ht M —dimgrp(Ä)/m* =
dim R — /(p), where M denotes the only maximal homogeneous ideal of grp(Ä) and
/(p) is the analytic spread of p in R, which is defined to be the dimension of
®T=o P"/mPn = grp(Ä)/m*- Therefore, from Corollary 2 we can get a result which
connects the transitivity of the property of being a Cohen-Macaulay domain from
grp(/?) to grpS(5) with the analytic spread /(p). Note that in certain situations there
is a close connection between /(p) and the property of being a domain of grv(R)
[3, Proposition 3].
Corollary
3. Let grp(Ä) be a domain. Let m D p be an ideal and a g p an
element in m such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) p is a locally complete intersection prime in Spec(R)\V(m);
(ii) (p, a) is a prime ideal which does not contain m.
Then gr(„<a)/(fl)(Ä/(a)) is a domain if and only //grade m* > 1.
Proof. We first have gr(p a)/(a)(R/(a)) = grp(Ä)/(a*) as in the proof of Theorem 1 for the case n = 1. If grade m* < 1, there exists a prime ideal Q D m* in
grp(Ä) such that depth[grp(T?)]e < 1. Hence Q must be an associated prime of (a*)
because a* is a non-zero-divisor in Q. But, from (i) and (ii) we easily see that (a*)
also has an associated prime which does not contain m*. Therefore (a*) is not a
prime ideal. We have just shown the implication (=>) of Corollary 3; (<=) is only a
special case of Theorem 1.
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3. Applications. We start with the ideal I generated by the 2 X 2 minors of the
matrix
Y—lXu"Xyr\

> 7

\ X2\ ' ' ' X2r j

of indeterminates in k[X], where k is an arbitrary field.
It is clear that I generates a complete intersection prime in k[X, xjj] for all
xy G X. Hence 7 is a locally complete intersection prime in Spec(k[X])\V(X). Let
Y = [y^: 1 =s /' <j < r) be a set of indeterminates. Set^„ = 0, yjt = -y{j, and
alji = xuyjl-xXJyil

+ xuylj,

b,ji * x2,yji - x2Jy„ + x2iyu,

for all /', j, l, m = \,...,r.

Let J denote the ideal in k [X, Y] generated by I and all

elements aijt, bijh cijlm. By [8, Applications], gtT(k[X]) s k[X, Y]/J and it is a
Cohen-Macaulay domain of dimension 2r. Further, gT¡(k[X])/(X)* is isomorphic
to the coordinate ring of the Grassmanian variety G2r over k, which has dimension
2r — 3; hence

ht(*)*
Let a,,...

,ar_,

= dimgr,(*[ X]) - dimgrr(k[X])/(X)*

denote the elements xn — x2l,...

= 3.

,xXr — x2r_v It is known that

k[X]/(I, a,,... ,ar_,) is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the Veronesean variety
V2r [2,§4], which has dimension 3. Thus, (I, a,,.. .,ar_,) is a prime ideal with
ht(7, ax,... ,ar_x)/I = dim k[X]/I - dim k[X]/(I, a„... ,ar_,) = ' + 2 - 3 = r
— 1. From this we can then deduce that (I, a,), (I, a,, a2), and (I, a,, a2, a3) are
prime ideals. Therefore, applying Corollary 2 and Corollary 3, we easily get

Proposition 4. Let
y = I Xu
\X2i

X2= I,

x}r-3

Xl X2 X3 j

x2r~3

X2X3X4j

XU ' ' ' Xlr-4

X\ X2 *3*4

X2| • * ' X2r_4

,X2 X3 X4 X

> -

\

_ .
rs*4,

|,

be matrices of indeterminates. Let I¡, i— 1,2, denote the ideal in k\X,\ generated by
the! X 2 minors ofX¡. Then the following statements hold:
(i) gr¡(k[Xx]) s* k[X, Y]/(J, a,, a2) awd/7 ¿y a Cohen-Macaulay domain;
(ii) gr^A^XJ) s ^[Jf, Y]/(J, a,, a2, a3) ana" ¿í w a Cohen-Macaulay ring which is
not a domain.

Example.

Let p denote the ideal in R = k[xx, x2, x3, x4] generated by the

following polynomials
P\

_

X]X3

_

2

x2>

P2

_

"^1^4

_

-^2*^3> Pj

_

-^2"^4

_

2

x3'

Then p is the defining ideal of the Veronesean variety K23 in R. Let yy, y2, y-¡ be
indeterminates over R and set
/>4 = *l.Vl - ^2^2 + ^3^3'

PS -

X2Ï\
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By Proposition 4(i), grp(Ä) s R[y¡, y2, v3]/(/>,,...,ps)
and (/>,,.. .,p5) is a perfect
prime ideal. Therefore, p(n) = p" for all n > 0. In the same way we can also compute
the associated graded ring with respect to the defining prime ideal of the Veronesean
variety V24by using Proposition 4(ii). It is not a domain. Hence, we do not have the
equality of ordinary and symbolic powers in this case, which was already known in
[7, Example 1]. In [1] it was even shown that the defining prime ideal of V2r with
r > 4 does not have this equality.
In the following we will consider the projection of the variety of the zeros of the
ideal of the 2X2 minors of the matrix
II

X\r

X\

U

2i ■ • • X2r

U

X2

from infinity to the hyperplane u = 0.
Let I' denote the defining prime ideal of the variety obtained by this projection in
k[X'] = k[X, xu x2]. By [10], I' is generated by I and the elements xxx2ix2j —
x2xuxXj, i, j' = 1,...,/-. Let Z = {ziy: 1 < i <j «s r) be a set of indeterminates. Set

zM= zu and
dijlm = ?fl*L - y¡mZ,t + yin,Zij'

foi ~ xuzji ~ x\jzn ~ *\x2iy¡j>
Sijl — x2iZjl ~ x2jzil

~ x2XliXu>

"ijlm = ZimZjl ~~ ZilZjm ~ X\X2y¡myij

for all i, j, l, m = l,...,r.

Let/' denote the ideal in k[X', Y, Z] generated by / and

all elements dijlm,fiJt, giß, hijlm. By [10], gr,,(k[X']) ^ k[X', Y, Z]/J' and it is a
Cohen-Macaulay domain.
Let a[ = xx — x2r_x, a'2 — x2 — xXr. It is not hard to see that (/', a[)k[X', x¡¡] is
generated by the elements a¡,.jc,x2, — x2x}x, and x]xx2i — xux2], i — l,...,r,
and

that therefore
kyX ,Xi,J/(/

*[■**.^1/(/'.

,a|)

= k[xu,...

,x¡r, x2i, xit [,

a'v a2) *k[xn,...,xlrr^x2l>

xrf].

It follows that (/', a\)k[X', x\{] and (/', a\, a'2)k[X', x7¡] are complete intersection
primes and that the elements of the set A'xlx,,} are not zero-divisors on these ideals.
Since the same facts also hold if we replace xu by an arbitrary indeterminate of
X, (/', a\) and (/', a\, a'2) are locally complete intersection
primes in
Spec(k[X'])\V(X'),
and each of these ideals only has one associated prime which
does not contain (A") = (X, a\, a'2).

Next we will show that grade(JH* > 3. Note that grr(k[X'])/(X')*

s k[Y, Z]/P,

where P denotes the ideal in k[Y, Z] generated by all elements cijlm, dijlm, and
zimzji - ziizjm, '» j>hm=

\,...,r.

We have

\\i(X')* = dimgr,,(A:[A"]) - dim k[Y, Z] + ht P
= 2r + 2-r2

+ htP.
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To estimate ht P we must consider a large class of ideals. Let Ps, 1 < s < r, denote

the ideal in k[Y, Z] generated by P and all elements^ with i, j — 1,... ,s (P = P,).
We claim that ht Ps> r2 — 2r + s. For r = 2 it is trivial. So, if we denote by Qs the
ideal in k[Y, Z] generated by Ps and yn,...,yw,
z,,,...,z]r,
we may assume, by
using the induction hypothesis on r — 1, that ht Qs > [(r — I)2 — 2(r — 1) +
(i — 1)] + 2r — 1 = r2 — 2r + s + 1. Further, it is easily seen by [2, §4, Corollary]
that Pr (which is generated by Y and the 2X2 minors of the symmetric rXr matrix
(Zjj)) is a prime ideal of height r2 — r. Hence, by descending induction we may also
assume that s<r

and ht Ps+, > r2 - 2r + s + 1. Since ]j(Ps, yu+])

= ]¡Ps+iD

Qs

which is easily verified, ht(Ps, yu+,) > r2 — 2r + s + 1. Hence ht Ps ^ r2 — 2r + s,
as claimed. (It may even be shown that Ps is a perfect prime ideal with ht Ps — r2 —
2r + s by using the techniques of [10].) As a consequence, ht(X')* s* 2r + 2 — r2 +
r2 - 2r + 1 = 3. From this it follows that grade(A")* > 3 because gr,,(A:[A"]) is a
Cohen-Macaulay domain.
Now, applying Theorem 1 to the above situation, we get

Proposition
5. Let /3 denote the ideal in k[X] generated by I and the elements
xuxlJxu - x2ix2jx2r_x, i, j1,... ,r. Then gx,ß[X]) s k[X', Y, Z]/(J\
a\, a'2)
and it is a Cohen-Macaulay domain. Further, I3 is the defining prime ideal of the
variety obtained by the projection of the variety of the zeros of the 2X2 minors of the
matrix
X\\ ' ' '

X\r

X2r-\

x2\ ' ' ' X2r

U

U I

X\r]

from infinity to the hyperplane u = 0.

Proof. By the above considerations the first statement is immediate. From this
statement we see that 73 is a prime ideal with ht I3 = r. Since the defining prime
ideal of the projection-variety contains I3 and has height r, it is just I3. We have
proved the second statement.
Example. Let p denote the ideal in R = k[x{, x2, x3, jc4] generated by the
following polynomials:
Q\

_

_

x3x4
3 _

a3 — xi

_

X\X2,
2

x2x3,

a2

_

_

2

x^Xq

_

2 _

q4 — xxxA

2

x2x3,
3

x2-

Then p is the well-known prime ideal of Macaulay, which is the defining prime ideal
of a projection of the Veronesean variety V24. Let yx, y2, y3, y4 be indeterminates
over R and set

Qi = x\y2~ x*y^ TttitiXu
q%= ^1^3 -^4^4

- xly\>

i9 = yi-y2y4-x\x2y\-
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By Proposition 5, grp(Ä) s R[y¡, y2, y3, /4]/(o„...
,o9) and (a„... ,a9) is a perfect
prime ideal. Therefore, p<n) = p" for all n>0. These facts were known in [9], where
the proof was more complicated. We also point out that the defining prime ideals of
all simple projections of the Veronesean variety V2r with r>7 do not have the
equality of ordinary and symbolic powers. In the case r = 5,6 there are only few

such primes having this equality.
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